
‘A book in the hands of a child
at right time can change a life’On Jan. 9, David L. Harrison gave a

virtual presentation for the Springfield,
Missouri, Library Center on two of his
2020 books, After Dark and Rum Pum
Pum. Jane Yolen joined him to discuss
the one they did together, Rum Pum Pum.
... Long-time Chicagoan Connie
Goddard writes from New Jersey that
she is writing Schooling Hands and
Heads, a history of three distinctive
Progressive Era school training manuals
– one in Chicago, another in New Jersey

and a third in North
Dakota. She says,
“The book raises
intriguing questions
about the relationship
between John Dewey
and W.E.B. Du Bois
and looks at what
these schools accom-
plished from the inside

– how students felt they benefitted from
having attended them rather than the
somewhat negative appraisal of later his-
torians writing from the outside. The
book is a product of my 2005 UIC disser-
tation on Dewey's colleague Ella Flagg
Young and my later work teaching at a
New Jersey prison.” She has done numer-
ous presentations on
the schools and would
welcome comments
from others on related
topics. ...  In the Jan.
17 New York Times
Book Review, author
Susan Minot called
2017 Midland Authors
award winner Darryl
Pinckney “a brilliant mind which can
make the simple the complicated, then
show how complex the simple.” ...
Douglas A. Dixon (See New Members,
Page 9) tells Biblio File,  “I just had a fun
piece published in the fall 2020 issue of
the Journal for the Liberal Arts and
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‘Abook in the hands of a child at
the right time can change a
life,” author Kate Hannigan

said Jan. 12 as she moderated the
Midland Authors’ monthly program,
which was devoted to children’s books. 

“I think it is a great time to think about
why we write and how children might
experience our books,” said Hannigan,
who has written eight books. 

Joining Hannigan on the program were
authors Patrick McBriarty, Claudia
Guadalupe Martinez and Eileen Meyer,
all of whom have written books for chil-
dren.

In response to Hannigan’s question
about what drew the authors to their top-
ics, Claudia Guadalupe Martinez, whose
most recent title is Not a Bean, said, “I
wanted to write something that reminded
me of my childhood.” 

McBriarty, who has written books both
for children and history volumes for
adults, said he didn’t have the patience to
make children’s books his main focus.  

“I wanted to dabble in children's picture
books,” said McBriarty, the author of the
children’s book Drawbridges Open and
Close. “I like to try different things.”

He said Drawbridges Open and Close,
which shows the gears and parts and
pieces that make the bridges open and
close, was partly inspired by Richard
Scarry’s book What Do People Do All
Day? 

Eileen Meyer said she was reading
about Abraham Lincoln, but knew there 
are “a zillion” books about Lincoln. She
hit on the idea of writing 19 different
poems, each based on a superlative about
Lincoln, such as that he was the tallest
president. The result was The Superlative
A. Lincoln: Poems About Our 16th
President.

With print sales up almost 8% over the
previous year as of October, “It was a
good year,” Hannigan said. “People
turned to books, and parents bought up a
lot of books for children.” 

McBriarty said he did a lot of prelimi-
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Sciences, “Indiana University and Cold
War-Era Genealogy.” ... Rita Dragonette
emails to say, “Pandemic Phase III:
Extrovert in Captivity. Murder on my
Mind. And STOP Asking if the Second
Novel is Done, or I Will Bite YOU.” (Her
full blog post is at ritadragonette.com.) ...
Gail Lukasik recently appeared on The
Kelly Wright Show to discuss her book
White Like Her: My Family’s Story of
Race and Racial Passing. Gail also talked

about the changes in
her life since the pub-
lication of her book on
the television show
“On Point Television.”
The paperback version
will be released on
Feb. 16 with an after-
ward by Philadelphia
Inquirer journalist

Solomon Jones. ... David Radavich’s
poem “Tenth Anniversary” appears in a
recent anthology called Never Forgotten:
100 Poets Remember 9/11, edited by Bill
Batcher and Tammy Nuzzo-Morgan
(North Sea Poetry Scene Press). This
anthology marks the 20th anniversary of
that life-changing event. ... Edward
“Ted” McClelland wrote “Gracious los-
ers protect our democracy. Sore ones
undermine it.” for the Jan. 6 Washington
Post. He also wrote, “Why Did Chicago
Stop Growing?” for
the Dec. 21 Chicago
magazine. His article
quoted Ann Durkin
Keating and Midland
Authors Board
Member Dominic A.
Pacyga. ATed also has
started an “armchair
travel” blog of books
from every state. He
just did “10 Essential Illinois Books.”
Among them are titles by Edgar Lee
Masters, Gwendolyn Brooks and
Nelson Algren. ... The Jewish Historical
Society’s annual Book Issue highlighted
several SMA members: Marlene Targ
Brill for Annie Shapiro and the Clothing
Worker Strike, Charlotte Herman for My
Chocolate Year: A Novel with 12 Recipes,
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Gail Lukasik

nary sketches for the book, but Hannigan
said most publishing houses will pair up
authors with illustrators. 

Among the tips the panel shared for
writing children’s books. 

– Writing books for children is no way
to get rich. If you are self-publishing, “It
is like the winery that someone [once
described]: You take a basket of money
and turn it into a smaller basket of
money.”   

– It is really tough “to penetrate the
force field” of children’s publishing.

– Doing workshops with children is a
great way to get feedback. 

– Publishers tend to be locked into cer-
tain genres. 

– It sometimes is easier to break in with
smaller publishers. Small publishers also
might let you be more creative as an
author. 

– Attend conferences for children’s
book authors. You will hear from agents
and editors, and you might have the
opportunity to submit a book idea. The
Society of Children’s Book Writers
and Illustrators Prairie Writer’s &
Illustrator’s Day is a good conference.
SCBWI has chapters in every state and
even local networks within those chap-
ters.

– If you see a contest for unpublished
works, that might be a way to get atten-
tion for yours. 

– There are a lot of digital workshops if
you are new to writing teen novels. There
are tons of ways you get current informa-
tion on how to format your book.

– If you can, build a catalog of multiple
titles.

– You can oftentimes get to editors
without an agent.  

And there is one more rule McBriarty
said children’s authors should remember:

“Publishing children’s books is ‘really
hard.’ ”

The March 9 program will be a Zoom
poetry-writing panel moderated by David
Radavich, author of America Abroad: An
Epic for Our Time.

The April 13 program will be a Zoom
panel on “Diversity in Literature,” organ-
ized by Claire Hartfield, author of A
Few Red Drops. 
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Fern Schumer Chapman for Is It Night
or Day?, Richard Reeder's Chicago
Sketches and Michael Dorf and George
Van Dusen for Clear It with Sid! Sidney
R. Yates and Fifty Years of Presidents. ...
In a response to a tweet by Kathleen
Rooney asking: “Besides Nelson
Algren’s Chicago: City on the Make,
what are the most Chicago essays?”

Ethan Michaeli men-
tioned, among others,
Jim Merriner’s
Grafters and Goo
Goos: Corruption and
Reform in Chicago.
Robert Loerzel
answered: “Maybe
some of George Ade’s
pieces. I see someone

else mentioned Jane Addams.” ... 2013
Midland Authors award winner Rich
Cohen has a new book, Pee Wees:
Confessions of a Hockey Parent. ...
James Finn Garner’s comic book
retelling of “The Tell-Tale Heart” was
published in January in the monthly
anthology, “Edgar Allan Poe’s Snifter of
Blood,” from Ahoy Comics. In the
retelling, Poe travels to Tinseltown to sell
his genius, and the results aren’t pretty.
Ahoy Comics also
printed James’ short
story “A Message
from Deathpunch
Boy” in December. ...
Dan Dinello published
a new story on Juan
Cole's Website
Informed Comment:
“Democracy‘s Night
of the Living Dead:
Trump‘s GOP Zombies.” Dan is a regular
contributor to Informed Comment. ...
Justice Makes a Difference: The Story of
Miss Freedom Fighter, Esquire by Artika
Tyner (See Literary Latest, Page 6) and
Jacklyn Milton has been selected as the
winner in the Communities Create cate-
gory of the first Minnesota Author Project
competition. ... Christoph Irmscher
wrote “The Knowledge Machine Review:
Science’s Stubborn Majesty – Why the
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Patrick T. Reardon, who was a
Chicago Tribune reporter, feature
writer and editor for more than

three decades, will present the Midland
Authors monthly program on Feb. 9. Here
is what he tells Literary License about his
new book, The Loop: “L” Tracks That
Shaped and Saved Chicago, the latest of
his nine books.

Literary License: Your book is being
published at a time when fewer people are
taking public transit. How will the pan-
demic shape the future of the L?

Reardon: We'll see, won’t we? Chica-
go's downtown, called the Loop for more
than a century, is akin to those suburban
shopping malls. If we can't crowd togeth-
er, the malls and the downtown will change
drastically, and so will
our nation. And so will
the elevated lines.

The elevated lines
and the elevated Loop
have been so important
to Chicago because
they fit so well into the
way Chicagoans and
Americans live. If our
way of life changes, well, so do our tran-
sit lines. I suspect, though, that our way
of life won't change that much. We'll see.

LL: Earlier books also have delved into
the L's history. How did you set out to
give your book a unique perspective?

Reardon: Much of my reporting and
later writing has been focused on under-
standing Chicago and how it came to be.
That was the impetus of this book. There
have been several very good books about
Chicago's elevated system, but very little
written about the downtown as this key
Chicago place. My book looks at both –
and at their interrelationship. The elevated
Loop shaped Chicago by anchoring the
Loop and focusing real estate investment,
and that saved postwar Chicago from the
suburbanization that turned most down-
towns into ghost towns. 

LL: In the course of your research,
what did you learn that surprised you?  

Reardon: One, that Charles T. Yerkes,
long notorious in Chicago history, was a
visionary urban planner who shaped mod-

ern Chicago and also modern London –
and had one of the best art collections in
America in that era. And, two, that there
was a wildly flamboyant engineering
genius named John Alexander Low
Waddell, totally unknown in Chicago his-
tory, who designed the elevated Loop.

Literary License: You've written books
on a wide range of topics – fatherhood,

religion, poetry, liter-
ary criticism and now
history. Does a thread
connects these?

Reardon: I have
another book coming
out later this year from
Haki Madhubuti's
Third World Press,
Puddin: The Autobio-

graphy of a Baby: A Memoir in Prose
Poems, so you can add memoir to that
list. And I guess the thread through all of
these books and through everything I
write is the desire to understand things –
the city, my faith, literature, myself.  

Norman Mailer once said he didn't
know what he thought about something
until he wrote about it. I find that's true
for me. My first book, Daily Meditations
(with Scripture) for Busy Dads, was pub-
lished in 1995, and it was 365 page-long
glimpses into my own life as a father and
how I imagined other fathers lived. It was
in its way a meditation on fatherhood for
me, the whole time I was writing it. With
The Loop, my research and writing repre-
sented an 11-year-long meditation on how
a single thing could have such a huge
structure on a place.

So, I guess, each one of my books and
each thing I write is a meditation on some
aspect of the world and my life.

LL: What is your next book?
Reardon: Something about the street grid. 

Literary
Landscape

Patrick T.
Reardon

Feb. 9, 2021, program

Presentation: 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
(Central Time). Followed by time
to socialize: 8 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

Join the meeting via Zoom:
https://bit.ly/3qvYTcK

‘Everything I write is the
desire to understand things’

George Ade

James Finn
Garner



listed as 2020’s best
fiction. ... The Dec. 31
(Illinois) State Journal
Register quoted
Christopher J.
Mooney in a story
about why the Illinois
Senate’s majority
leader resigned. ... The
Whitefish Bay

(Wisconsin) Public Library’s staff picks
of 2020 included Claire Hartfield’s A
Few Red Drops. ... Jonathan Eig (See
Literary Latest, Page 7), author of Ali: A

Life, and Ken Burns
are working on a docu-
mentary about Ali
scheduled for next fall.
... The Nov. 28
Chicago Tribune quot-
ed Arnie Bernstein
about his 2009 book
Bath Massacre:
America’s First School
Bombing. ... Delmarie Cobb appeared on
WTTW’s  “Chicago Tonight” program on
Jan. 20. ... Devin Murphy wrote “I saw
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‘iron apparatus’ of the scientific method
counts for more than any single genius”
for the Dec. 18 Wall Street Journal. ... A
Dec. 21 mlb.com story about the history
of the Chicago White Sox name quoted
Rich Lindberg, who among his many
hats is considered the unofficial White
Sox historian. Four of his 20 books are
about the White Sox, including Total
White Sox. ... Scott Turow’s The Last
Trial was among the titles the Irish Times

Biblio File
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Rich Lindberg Jonathan Eig

Ruth Goring recently retired from her
work as senior manuscript editor at the
University of Chicago Press and instruc-
tor in advanced manuscript editing at the
university’s Graham School. Born in

Kansas, she grew up in
Colombia. She travels
frequently to Colombia
and supports human
rights defenders there.

Among her books are
two for children,
Adriana's Angels / Los
ángeles de Adriana
(Sparkhouse Books,

2017) and Picturing God (2019), and the
poetry collections Yellow Doors
(WordFarm, 2003) and Soap Is Political
(Glass Lyre Press, 2015). She also has
written several scripture study guides,
including Singleness (InterVarsity Press)
and Heart Renewal (WaterBrook), and the
booklet “Date Rape” (InterVarsity Press).

She was nominated by Carol Saller.

Angela Jackson-Brown is an award-
winning writer, poet and playwright who
teaches creative writing and English at
Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.
Her play, “Anna’s Wings,” was selected
in 2016 to be a part of the IndyFringe
DivaFest and her play “Flossie Bailey
Takes a Stand” was part of the Indiana
Bicentennial Celebration at the Indiana
Repertory Theatre. She also wrote and
produced the play “It Is Well” and she
was a co-playwright of the play “Black

Lives Matter (Too)” with Ball State grad-
uate Ashya Thomas.

In 2018, Angela co-wrote a musical
called “Dear Bobby: The Musical” that
was part of the 2018 OnyxFest in
Indianapolis. She is the author of

Drinking From a Bitter
Cup (WiDo
Publishing, 2014),
House Repairs
(Negative Capability
Press, 2018), and the
soon to be released
novel, When Stars
Rain Down (Thomas
Nelson/Imprint of
HarperCollins, April

13, 2021).
She was nominated by Marlene Targ

Brill.

Steve Paul is the author of Hemingway
at Eighteen: The Pivotal Year That
Launched an American Legend (Chicago
Review Press, 2017) and a forthcoming
biography of the writer Evan S. Connell
(expected fall 2021, from the University
of Missouri Press).

Earlier, he wrote and photographed
Architecture A to Z: An Alphabetical,
Elemental Guide to Kansas City's Built
Environment (Kansas City Star Books,
2011). He also is the co-editor of and con-
tributor to War + Ink: New Perspectives
on Ernest Hemingway's Early Life and
Writings (Kent State University Press)
and the editor of Kansas City Noir, a
short-fiction collection (Akashic Books,
2012).

In 2016 he retired
after more than 40
years as a writer and
editor at the Kansas
City Star, most recent-
ly serving as editorial
page editor and OpEd
columnist. He's a for-
mer board member of
the National Book
Critics Circle and current board member
of the Biographers International
Organization.

He was nominated by Marlene Targ
Brill.

Douglas A. Dixon is the author of
Beyond Truman: Robert H. Ferrell and
Crafting the Past (Rowman & Littlefield,
2020).

Dixon grew up in Evansville, Indiana,
and attended Indiana University. He
earned his Ph.D. at the
University of Georgia.

He is a contributor
to Traces of Indiana
and Midwestern
History. He has articles
on “True
Conservatives in
Fifties America” and
“Romance, Rejection,
and Idealism: The Illini, the Midwest, and
the Peace Corps” in the spring 2020
issues of other Midwest journals – Ohio
History and the Journal of the Illinois
State Historical Society. 

He was nominated by Thomas 
Frisbie.

New Members

Ruth Goring

Angela Jackson-
Brown

Steve Paul

Douglas A. Dixon
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IDEAS THAT ARE STILL RELEVANT

Here is what John Wasik tells Literary
License about his new book:
Lincolnomics: How President Lincoln
Constructed the Great American
Economy (Diversion Books, April 13,
2021).

“As a lifelong Illinois resident, I've
always been enthralled, curious and per-

plexed by Lincoln's
legacy. I had planned
to do a book on the
history of infrastruc-
ture, which I had
touched upon in three
previous books and
came across an essay
on how Lincoln pro-
moted ‘internal

improvements’ in his earliest days as a
legislator and throughout his career.

“A few years ago, after I had finished
writing a book on Nikola Tesla
(Lightning Strikes) and, later, labor
automation (Winning in the Robotic
Workplace), I did some more research
and discovered what a compelling tem-
plate Lincoln created for infrastructure,
public education and economic progress.
His work and obscure speeches were illu-
minating. I also saw the need for what he
proposed in the canal/railroad age in our
own time. His ideas couldn’t be more rel-
evant in the time of a pandemic, BLM
and political upheaval. ... Lincoln has

TEACHING ABOUT THE CENSUS

“I am excited to share news about my
new children's book, Stand Up and Be
Counted (Room to Read),” Artika R.
Tyner tells Literary License. “It teaches
children about the U.S. Census and the
importance of community organizing.
The book is the first of its kind to address
the topic of participating in the U.S.

Literary Latest

managed to become even more relevant
as we tackle infrastructure, health care,
climate change and human rights. My
new book, Lincolnomics, puts the 16th
president in a powerful new light: He was
our foremost architect of economic devel-
opment, equal treatment and physical and
intellectual improvements from trans-
portation to medical research.”

Midland Authors member Ann Durkin
Keating wrote, “Wasik presents Abraham
Lincoln as ‘nothing less than our foremost
architect of economic opportunity.’ In an
engaging, informal style, he explores the
policies Lincoln promoted across his
career including transportation improve-
ments, public education, and free labor.
Wasik sees in Lincoln’s policies a broad
roadmap for promoting equal economic
opportunity in the twenty-first century.”

Midland Authors member Don Rose
wrote, “Though I have read several book-
shelf-feet on Lincoln books, Wasik clear-
ly seems to have made the case for – and
opened up – a whole new area of study
regarding his heritage as an environmen-
talist, public educator and infrastructure
innovator.”

Census and helps children learn about
one of the ways in which every individual
can effect change and make an impact
within their community. It is available for
free download at https://bit.ly/3nYps8e.

“The story reinforces the idea that
being counted in the
Census is a way to
make community val-
ues of justice, freedom
and equality come
alive. It supports the
concept of community
engagement. The book
is appropriate for ages
3-8 who are attending
pre-K to 2nd grade.

“There are millions of adults through-
out the U.S. who don’t understand why
they need to be counted in the Census
and the impact it has on essential services
and social programs. The Census count
determines how financial resources are
distributed for initiatives that include
SNAP benefits and school lunch and
breakfast programs to Section 8,
Medicaid and fair governmental represen-
tation at the federal level.

“Stand Up and Be Counted is particu-
larly important as it works to educate
children and inform adults in a friendly
way. I’m grateful to Room to Read for
this extraordinary opportunity.” 

ELEVENTH BOOK

McFarland & Company has just pub-
lished the third edition of Michael
Sheehan’s Word Parts Dictionary. This
reference book is still the most uniquely
comprehensive resource for finding word
parts needed to express a concept. Along
with aiding vocabulary expansion, this
dictionary provides guidance to those
who may be interested in inventing or
deciphering words bearing an established
and embedded meaning.

The work is split into three parts. Part I,

Artika R. Tyner

John Wasik
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Literary Latest UNDER-TOLD HISTORY

Here is what Ann Bausum tells
Literary Latest about her new book,
Ensnared in the Wolf ’s Lair: Inside the

Continued from Page 6

the dictionary proper, provides an alpha-
betical listing of over 5,100 word parts.
Each entry includes a brief definition,
examples of use, and etymology.

Part II, the Finder, is a reverse diction-
ary that allows users to start with a mean-
ing or concept to then find word parts
that express that meaning. The only
reverse dictionary of its kind, this section
is updated with over 4,600 search terms
in total.

The expanded Part III organizes word
parts under 20 convenient categories,
such as The Body, Fears, Experts, Size,
and Shapes.

This is Sheehan's 11th book.

WRITING CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Jonathan Eig, who presented Midland
authors programs in November, 2010
about his book Get Capone: The Secret
Plot that Captured America’s Most
Wanted Gangster and in January, 2017
about Ali: A Life, has expanded his genre
to include children’s books. 

The first two to be published were

Some Pigtails (2020) and Score For
Imagination (2020).

Eig tells Literary License: “I’ve now
written four [children’s] books in this
series. It started about five years ago,
when I was making pigtails every morn-
ing for my daughter and feeling pretty
good about my hair-styling skills. ‘Hey,
those are some pigtails,’ I bragged one
day, hoping my daughter would pick up
on the Charlotte’s Web joke. I liked the
joke well enough to figure that it might
make a good title for a children’s book.
While my daughter was at school that
day, I wrote a chapter and read it to her
when she got home. I wrote a chapter
every day for 10 days until I had a first
draft. After a couple of years of rewrites
and revisions – voila! – I had myself a
book. Sue Tarsky at Albert Whitman was
kind enough to publish it and asked me to
write three more. The D.O.G. will be
available in April. Everybody’s Home will
be published later in the year.”

From the publisher: “Lola has a mind
of her own and a love for books. With the
help of Grandpa Ed and the support of
her mother and friends, she learns how to
use her determination to right a wrong at
school.”

1944 Plot to Kill Hitler and the Ghost
Children of His Revenge (National
Geographic Kids, Jan. 12, 2021).

“Many of my books explore under-told
history, and that’s definitely true for
Ensnared in the Wolf ’s Lair. I made two
trips to Europe to research the book.
During the first one, I explored the
Wolfsschanze – the
Wolf’s Lair –  in mod-
ern-day Poland and
began to study the his-
tory of the 1944
Valkyrie attempt to
overthrow the Nazi
regime.

“Three years later,
after the U.S. govern-
ment began separating parents and chil-
dren on our southern border, I was
reminded of the family separations that
had followed the failed coup. Older rela-
tives of conspirators were arrested, and
their younger children were secretly
detained. 

“These events speak to another sweet
spot of mine, which is social justice his-
tory. I was fortunate to gain access to a
diary kept by one of the detained children
and to interview her and other now-octo-
genarian eyewitnesses to this history.
Their experiences became the heart of the
book.”

Publishers Weekly said, “This exempla-
ry look into civil rights history concludes
with perspective and encouragement
regarding ongoing struggles for social
change.”

Ann Bausum
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the world on cruise ships” for the Jan. 19
Outside magazine. ... Midland Authors
President Dick Simpson was interviewed
on Chicago’s ABC7
News on Jan. 6. ...
The Jan. 6 Chicago
Catholic reported
Angela Jackson,
Illinois’ new poet lau-
reate, wrote her first
poem when she was
in third grade at
Chicago's St. Anne
School. ... On Jan. 19
Keir Graff tweeted to say, “Just did a vir-
tual read-aloud to 1st- & 2nd-graders at
Louise White School in Batavia, Illinois –
a wonderful opportunity to share one of
my all-time favorites!” ... Third Coast
Review included Amy Alznauer’s Flying

Paintings: The Zhou Brothers: A Story of
Revolution and Art on its list of 2020’s
“noteworthy art books.” The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution included her The
Strange Birds of
Flannery O’Connor: A
Life on its list of “12
books for youngsters
on your holiday gift
list.” ... Midland
Authors Board
Member  Dominic A.
Pacyga’s “The Great
Depression's Impact on
Chicagoland" is a free
online lecture at
elmhursthistory.org/320/Programs.
Pacyga, emeritus professor of history at
Columbia College Chicago, presents an
illustrated online lecture exploring many
ways the Depression impacted
Chicagoans. The prerecorded program
will be available online Jan. 24-May 2.

No registration required. ... Thomas
Frisbie wrote the foreword for Luck is a
Talent (2021) by Gary Johnson. ...
Edward “Ted” McClelland’s first
“somewhat autobiographical” novel,
Running for Home, is due out in April.
It’s a fictional sequel to his book
Midnight in Vehicle City. It’s about life in
an automaking town in the early 1980s,
when the factories were closing down. ...
David W. Berner tweets to say, “Walks
With Sam is a #bestseller from
@RoundfireBooks.” ... Susan Orlean is
releasing a collection of previously pub-
lished pieces in the fall. ... Midland
Authors book award winner Art Cullen
wrote the op-ed  “Can This Duo Lift
Rural America” for the Jan. 28 New York
Times.

Follow Biblio File online
@BiblioFile_SMA.
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